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INTRODUCTION
Natural language text can be seen as a symbolic representation of a cognitive state of the creator that comprises concepts and the relations among those concepts. Much work has been done in Information Science, especially within Information Retrieval (IR), concerning the handling of concepts, most notably in the form of keywords. Much less effort has been spent toward the understanding and handling of the semantic relations that contextually bind concepts together. While it has been shown (Wang, et al., 1985) that the use of these semantic relations for query enhancement can increase retrieval effectiveness, the proper handling of semantic relations has a much wider application than just query enhancement. Once relations inherent in text are identified and captured, they can be used to provide contextual information to the concepts in the representations o(the text, which otherwise would be treated as if they were independent and separate.
As part of an effort to develop IR systems that exploit such semantic relations existing in documents and information need statements, the research described in this paper is concerned with how those relations could be classified for IR purposes. We are particularly interested in grouping relations and constructing a hierarchy of relations of a homogeneous type. Since ideas and information are expressed at different levels of abstraction in documents and information-need statements, for example. it is obvious that relations classified in a hierarchical manner would prove to be of utmost value. Without such a hierarchy, no structural matching between two rich representations would be sensible.
Since, in our mind, IR is the major application of such a hierarchy, there are several issues that need to be investigated. More specifically, we have the following goals:
• discovering relations that are ontologically appropriate and suitable for IR;
• classifying relations into different groups in such a way that relations in a group are homogeneous enough to be placed in a hierarchy; • organizing relations into a hierarchy that facilitates matching between document and query representations and, at the same time, proves meaningful for users; and • devising ways of automatically identifying relations from natural language text. In effect, the first and the last goals serve as constraints that need to be satisfied by the resulting relation hierarchies.
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